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Katharine T. Carter & Associates has offered "rental-free" exhibitions by established mid-career artists for 36
years. Working with her team of established curators and critics, she offers high quality exhibitions to museums,
art centers and better college and university art galleries throughout the continental United States. Solo and
guest curated exhibitions are available. Museums and their respective curatorial teams are encouraged to
select individual artists' works for themed group exhibitions. Exhibitions come with 200 full color catalogues,
museum wall text, press materials and marketing support.
Of particular interest to commercial galleries and art consultants; visit our sister
website: ktcaffiliatedartists.com. KTC Affiliated Artists is an art advisory, art representation and online marketing
division of Katharine T. Carter & Associates.

The Struggle of Changing Realities

Susan Copich

Susan Copich interiors 2016 pigment print 37.5 x 50

Susan Copich uses a classical sense of theater casting herself as both symbol and subject posed in idealized choreography. The
drama is set in environments much like the painterly convention of “tableau vivant” with the open ended story seemingly frozen in
time. The subject matter is the story of all women as they struggle within societal roles to defy them or be devoured by them.

Susan Copich bullet hole 2019 pigment print 40 x 30

These self-portraits capture women alternately as seductive odalisques, enraged hags and fragile ciphers both in and out of
control. Eclipsed and stolen glimpses amid peeling paint, layers of a glass sometimes broken, exit doors ajar and shafts of
revealing light from unseen windows, all added to these ﬁlm-noir-like scenes in these not-so-ﬁctive portrayals from the cycles of
life and death.

Susan Copich whisper 2019 pigment print 30 x 40

Susan Copich takes the viewer on a journey as the observer of a deceptive reality to the participant in the heart of a profound
experience. No matter what kind of objectivity is created by the staged tableaux of the portrait format, this is quickly overwhelmed
by an uncomfortable intimacy, which inevitably illuminates the pain of living and the struggle for change.
--Karen Chambers

Click To View Virtual Museum Exhibition:

https://ktcassoc.com/virtual-gallery/susan-copich-vg/

London Amara

London Amara Ishtar 2018 ambrotype original archival pigment print 40 x 40

Amara’s immersion in the visually marked cycles of biological life is both contrasted and combined with intimate portraiture that
depicts family and friends as bound up with the places they come from and inhabit. It’s an openly romantic aesthetic, but never
one that feels dated or sentimental; the realities of death and decay are a consistent, melancholic presence, as is a concern for
the future of the planet. In Amara’s work, human presence is always both creative and destructive, a beginning and an end.
Indeed, there’s a consistent sense of longing to her images, a sense of nostalgia and an aura of ancient, even spiritual wisdom.
—Michael Wilson

Her portraits convey a stillness, an emptiness of the moment. This state of perception and awareness can provide great potential

and possibility for the creative spirit. Our current culture sees emptiness as a void, a lack; Amara sees it as opportunity to
explore a spiritual aesthetic and unspoken language. She ignores the perception that photography should be representational,
using it instead to record alchemical light and dark that refer to nature and our natural being as a spiritual force.
London Amara Stubborn Virtue 2018 ambrotype original archival pigment print 50 x 40

London Amara Alternate Vision 2018 ambrotype original archival pigment print 40 x 50

Amara’s photographs are reﬂective, highlighting the power of stillness and calm within the eternal thread. When fully engaging
with her work, we can viscerally experience the undercurrents we are often too busy to notice. London Amara rebels against
perfection, embraces the grace inherent in failure, and her success in making this energy palpable to the viewer is a vivid
indicator of her creative accomplishment.
--Jonathan Goodman

Click To View Virtual Museum Exhibition:

https://ktcassoc.com/virtual-gallery/london-amara-vg/

News
London Amara

London Amara Passage 2018 ambrotype original archival pigment print 50 x 40

Ethos: The Alchemy of Spirit and Light
Charles H. MacNider Art Museum Mason City Iowa
Kinney - Lindstrom Gallery
May 6 - July 6 2022
London Amara’s work in painting, drawing, sculpture, and photography is united by her interest in the human form and in our oftconﬂicted relationship with the natural world. Currently, Amara is pursuing large-format collodion wet plate photography, working
on site in a portable darkroom to produce images of the forests of Florida, California, and British Columbia, and intimate portraits
of family and friends. She produces silver gelatin and pigment prints characterized by the extremely ﬁne detail and rich earth
tones that this technique makes possible. She also incorporates technical ﬂaws that contribute to the work’s handcrafted, painterly
feel.

Gail Winbury

Gail Winbury The Fear Monger 2019 Oil and cold wax on canvas 60 x 48

Rutgers School of Arts and Sciences
Rejoinder | issue 7 Trauma
An Online Journal Published by the Institute for Research on Women
The prevailing emotion with The Fear Monger was anger, yet I brought focus, purpose, and intention to my work; I wanted to
represent the fragmented way that traumatic incidents are remembered. But also, to recreate a sense of being small and
powerless in the face of something much more powerful. There was a strength I felt in working on a large canvas, with large
brushes, making large gestures.
--Gail Winbury

Click To Read Winbury's Essay in Rejoinder:
https://irw.rutgers.edu/rejoinder-webjournal/issue-7-trauma/575-the-fear-monger-and-whatisthistime

John Kingerlee

John Kingerlee A Journey 2013 Collage on Indian paper 22 x 15

SRIKS
A New Book to be Released May 12 2022
SRIK is a word derived from 3 surnames, Schwitters, Rauschenberg, and Kingerlee
A family tree- A long line of inheritance with my two heroes, Kurt Schwitters & Robert Rauschenberg. The SRIKS, unique
environmental painted collages are a 70 year collection of memorabilia, old notes, stamps, drawings, all passing out of my life and
into the world of paintings.
--John Kingerlee

Based on imagination sustained by enchantment observed reality and remarkable talent.
--William Zimmer
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